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Welcome to the fourth edition of our Algarve Art! Magazine

Our quarterly online magazine is brought to you free of charge to read 
and enjoy. Our aim is simple – to bring together, encourage, and support 
Algarve-based artists and art of all genres; and to showcase and promote 
art and art events across the Algarve. 

Inside this issue we interview the ‘Dutch Painter of the Alentejo’ Ben 
Helmink; and we discover the vibrant abstract art of Tiago Rocha. We find 
out how African Sunsets inspire Alexandra Speiser and read about the life 
and travels of our front-cover artist Gill Goode. Tracy-Jane is our resident 
art tutor, and you can find her third free lesson in our ‘Pick up a Paintbrush’ 
feature. All this and our regular features and articles too!

The Algarve Society of Artists continues to grow with new ideas and 
events planned for the future; and the Algarve is certainly an inspiring 
place to be an artist or creative person. I hope that you enjoy reading our 
Summer Edition, and my thanks as always go to all of the talented artists 
that are featured.
Your Editor, Alyson.

Front Cover Image

Our front cover painting entitled 
‘Lagoa Door’ by Gill Goode is a 
fabulous reminder of how beautiful 
the old doors and windows of the 
Algarve can be.

You can find out more about Gill on 
Page 8 as she is one of our featured 
artists in this edition.

She tells us about her life and 
travels from the UK to Bahrain and 
the Far East - and then to Portugal - 
all of which have inspired her work.

Copyright © 2018 The artists featured in this publication retain the full copyright for their own work. Articles or images may not be       
downloaded, reproduced, copied, projected or used in any way without the express written permission of the artist concerned and/or 
Algarve-Art.  All Rights Reserved. 
Editor: Alyson Sheldrake Address: Bela Vista, 8400-669 Parchal, Algarve Portugal. E-mail a3art@live.co.uk Telephone (+351) 91 202 7256 

https://algarve-art.com/
https://www.facebook.com/AlgarveArtists/
https://twitter.com/AlgarveArtists
mailto:mailto:a3art%40live.co.uk?subject=
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April 2018
Portimão        Lagos

June 2018
       Lagos

Tomorrow Magazine
We are delighted that our relationship with the Tomorrow Magazine is 
thriving. In every edition a different member of the Algarve Society of 
Artists is being featured and the feedback we are receiving from the 
artists, the magazine and their readers is really encouraging.
Click on the covers below to read each of the editions free online.

May 2018 
Lagos

The Algarve Society of 
Artists was only formed in 
September 2017 and is still 

gaining new members every 
month. With over 125 members 
all covering a broad and talented 
range of artists and art, the Society 
continues to go from strength to 
strength.

We have lots more events and 
meetings planned - including a 
Summer Picnic for Members at the 
newly-opened Algarve Art Retreat 
... and hopefully in the Autumn 
edition of this magazine we will 
have news of a brand new Art Expo 
for Members in the Autumn .. 
watch this space!!

Messages like this from one of our artist members certainly makes it all 
worthwhile:

“Hi Alyson I just wanted to let you know that I had some people come 
to the studio a few days ago, who bought a little painting. When I asked 
how they found me, they said they had googled artists in the Algarve and 
found me on your list! So whatever you’re doing it’s working. Thank you!”

https://issuu.com/tomorrowalgarve/docs/tomorrow_portimao_-_april_2018_edit
https://issuu.com/tomorrowalgarve/docs/tomorrow_-_april_2018_edition_web
https://issuu.com/tomorrowalgarve/docs/tomorrow_-_june_2018_edition?e=11444883/61687896
https://issuu.com/tomorrowalgarve/docs/tomorrow_-_may_2018_edition_web


Previous editions of this 
Algarve Art! Magazine

You can also enjoy all 
of our previous editions 
online - they will always be 
there free for you to read - 
just click on any of the front 
covers shown here.

Or visit our dedicated 
Magazine Page on our 
website - click the link 
here:

Algarve Art! Magazine
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https://algarve-art.com/magazine/
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http://en.calameo.com/read/005290311cfc89830c3e2
https://en.calameo.com/read/0052903113fec5148c16f


from east
to west

Artist, Illustrator and Designer
Gill Goode



As a boisterous child I was always 
drawing, when I wasn’t running, 
climbing trees or getting into 
trouble. My mother despaired, as 
my brother, two and a half years 
younger my junior, learnt to read 
before me. When I was nine I won 
a bike in an art competition, which 
was great ... except I had to learn 
to ride it. I later discovered much 
later in life that I am dyslexic. 
Unfortunately this means I still 
have to have a dictionary at 
hand, but I have tried to use it 
as an advantage, I am extremely 
observant, and can visualise very 
well.

My parents, being Londoners, 
were always carting us off to 
the museums, I still love going, I 
remember distinctly being taken 
to The Wallace Collection and 
seeing ‘The Laughing Cavalier’, I 
wasn’t looking at his face, but at the 
details Frans Hals had painted in 
the ruff he was wearing.

I was a teenager in the ‘70s, it 
was the era of the LP cover, many 
British illustrators had made 
their mark thorough this media, 
including Roger Dean, whose 
fantasy art illustrated the YES 
albums, and I was captivated. 

I went to Maidstone College of Art 
at 17, one of two girls and 11 boys, 
I was accepted a year earlier, but 
decided to go to the Technical 
college to improve my grades, 
a bit of a disaster. I had a very 
good vocational education as we 
were taught by several working 
designers, illustrators typographers 
and photographers, including 
Gerald Rose, a very successful 
children’s book illustrator, and 
Carole Hubble, now a member of 
the Royal Society of British Artists. 
Looking back I was probably too 
young to fully appreciate the 
quality of the tuition I was offered.

The 70’s in UK, were a time of 
strikes and depression, I constantly 
heard, ‘you’ll never get a job doing 
that’. Proving them wrong I was 
offered a position directly after 
leaving college, with AVON in 
Knightsbridge ... yes ding dong! , 
as a typographer and layout artist 
for producing their literature and 
publicity material ... I only stayed a 
year as I was not particularly happy. 

Watercolour artist Gill 
Goode is British and 
started her career in 

London as a commercial artist 
in advertising. She moved to the 
Middle East and continued design 
and illustration and became 
creative director of a magazine. 
Gill now splits her time between 
Canterbury in the UK and her 
renovated farm house in the 
Monchique foothills.       

                                       She tells us more about her life 
and work here ...

Opposite: ‘Bahraini Door’ 
Below: ‘Miranda Donkey 2’ © Gill Goode
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I moved on to a small design 
group in Carnaby Street, London; 
again it was a man’s world and I 
had to prove myself, I was the only 
female employed apart from the 
receptionist, but we had a diverse 
range of clients, so the work was 
never dull. 

Art College had taught me always 
to observe, there was plenty to 
watch in that part of London, the 
punks, street vendors, loads of 
activity, pubs and wine bars. For a 
chill-out I’d visit the galleries in my 
lunch break ... within easy walking, 
the Pre -Raphaelite rooms in the 
National Gallery being a favourite.

I left that all behind 3 years later, 
1 was 23, and went with my 
boyfriend, now husband, to Abu 
Dhabi. 

Career wise for me, it was probably 
a mistake, I should have stayed 
in London as the graphic design 
technology was years behind. 

Here I discovered my ‘Door fetish’, Muslim art forbids images of people, 
but the architecture, ceramics, and fabrics are fabulous with their 
geometric patterns and shapes. I was fascinated by the souks, and older 
parts when we travelled to nearby Oman and Dubai and Sharjah. 

I started painting again here, as life as a graphic designer in London had 
left me no time to do so. I met an American artist and a British Ceramicist, 
we had a joint expo, I sold one piece, I eventually found work with a silk 
screen printer, and I ended up designing T-shirts as there were many 
outside events, including Sports Aid. I moved on, working for a Qatari run 
advertising agency.

After moving back to UK briefly, and the birth of son no. 1, off we went 
to Bahrain, I was determined to keep working, and not lose touch, so I 
got some design work two days a week with a publicity and promotions 
company. 

Manama, the capital, was great, lots of old, old buildings, with doors of 
course! The souk was full of scenes, people, spice stalls, fabrics and gold. 
I produced lots of watercolours, I established my style I think at this time, 
and sold regularly at Art Fairs, Expos and my yearly Open House. 

Above: ‘Dhows (fishing boats) in front of 
Manama city skyline’ © Gill Goode
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I had to be careful, I use my own 
photos for reference for my work, I’d 
go off on my own, camera in hand. 
I was stopped two or three times 
and warned to be careful, once my 
colleague and I nearly got arrested 
for taking photos of the migrating 
flamingos ... they happened to be 
near the coast guard headquarters, 
and we were considered a security 
risk!! Her well connected boyfriend 
‘got us out of jail’. 

This was pre gulf war and pre Arab 
spring days, but even then in the 
‘80s there was a feeling of unrest. 

Above: Gill exhibiting at a group expo in the 
art gallery, Bahrain.

Son no. 2 arrived, a few months later. I then teamed up with another 
British expat, she was the International Herald Tribune rep. in the Middle 
East and ran a magazine called ‘This is Bahrain’, and I became its ‘creative 
director’ ... which meant combining copy, photos, illustrations; which were 
sometimes my own; and presenting them as interestingly as possible. It 
was quite a feat, as this was pre-computer graphics days, I did it by hand, 
cutting and pasting.

Life then changed with the advent of the Gulf War, the kids and I were 
flown out with a load of other families, whilst our husbands remained. 
The authorities had instructed us to stick tape across the windows of our 
house in case they exploded and issued gas masks; this was no place for 
a three and one year old.

I spent an angry two months in the UK, with cold, snow , and ‘flu. Not a 
paint brush in sight. Saddam set the oil fields alight, and when I returned 
to Bahrain, it was smelly and dark.

Below: ‘Boat, Portimão’ © Gill Goode
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Slowly life got back to normal; 
and collaborating with a charity, I 
produced my first set of greeting 
cards, which sold out. I have 
produced cards ever since, nearly 
25 years’ worth. 

I joined the American Women’s 
Association, women of 30 
nationalities were members and 
we had some very successful 
exhibitions show-casing our work 
in the Museum of Bahrain. The hard 
fact is that if you want to sell art at a 
decent price you need people with 
a disposable income to see it, and 
want it.

We came to Portugal in 2010 after 
purchasing ‘some bricks in a field’; 
a ruin in the Monchique foot hills. 
My friends in Bahrain were a little 
horrified when I showed them the 
first pictures.”You spent money on 
that” !!!! said their faces. Above: ‘Christmas Card, Portugal’ 

© Gill Goode

It’s an ongoing project, I had a crazy notion that one day the animal 
sheds at the back of the house could be converted into a studio ... but 
that remains on the drawing board, currently I work in an area next to my 
kitchen and dining room, often ‘spreading out’ much to my husband’s 
despair. 

My inspiration comes from purely what is around me, but a chance 
conversation or reading a newspaper article can spark something off. At 
the moment I’m painting the cork trees ... and planning another little set of 
Christmas cards. 

My association with Portugal starts from 1969, pre-revolution days, my 
parents brought us on holiday to Albufeira, as a ten year old the beach 
was heaven ... it wasn’t as crowded then even in August. I still love the 
beach and swimming in the sea ... but not the crowded ones. I enjoy the 
food and wine from this area, nothing better than sitting down with family 
and friends in a good restaurant. 

My second love in life is sport, I was a competitive swimmer and track 
and field athlete in my teens, I have played tennis at a high club level, and 
competed in golf tournaments, windsurfing regattas, and marathon relays 
... but not unfortunately for a while ... as injuries have got the better of me. 

I now keep fit looking after 3 acres of the Monchique!!!
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When in Canterbury it’s great to be with our sons they are always good 
company, and we enjoyed activity days together ... a game of something 
... a BBQ, or a trip out somewhere. I am a regular visitor of the Turner 
Contemporary Gallery in Margate, I’ve been to most of the expo’s there, 
the best being Grayson Perry’s and the great William Turner’s. There’s a 
lot of talk regarding gender lately, Grayson Perry being one of the most 
controversial. Here’s a person that is immensely talented and should be 
respected regardless of gender.

Here in Portugal, I am one of the founder members of an Art Cooperative, 
we have a small shop in Caldas de Monchique, Artes@Spa, this has 
evolved from the time we did block expos in the same place together. We 
work very well together, and support each other. It means I have to paint, 
and I will until I can’t. Retiring is not on the plan.

I primarily paint with watercolour, but I’m happy using acrylics, pen and 
ink, silk paints, airbrushing with inks, and experimenting with printing 
techniques. I strive to always produce something that is better than my 
last piece.

Below Right: ‘Single Flamingo’ 
© Gill GoodeBelow Left: ‘Door Mille Fontes’ © Gill Goode
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My Watercolour method of painting is fairly standard.
First sketch
Then apply any masking fluid on the areas to be kept wash free.
Apply washes
Then work on the more detailed parts.
Remove masking fluid and add more details where necessary.
See the images below and opposite for an example of my work as it 
progresses ...

‘How do I know when a piece is finished?’ 
I just have a feeling.But I back this up by leaving the painting propped up 
somewhere obvious, I then go out for whatever period fits, so I will see it 
with fresh eyes when I return to the room. Anything ‘unfinished’ will then 
be obvious.

Top tip! ... never use a good paint brush to apply masking fluid ... it screws 
them up big time.
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Gill splits her time between here in Monchique and Canterbury, Kent. 

You can see Gill’s originals prints and cards at Artes@Spa, the shop is 
located in the Main Square, Caldas de Mochique, Algarve.

They are Open daily 10.00 - 18.00 

You can also view more of Gill’s work on our 
Algarve Art website - click the link here:

GILL GOODE

Overleaf: ‘Lagos Waterfront’ © Gill Goode
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We visit the Art Studio of one of our Algarve Society of Artist members 
and have a good look around! We ask them about their studio space, 
what inspires them, and find out how they paint or create; and also have 
a sneak peek at what they are currently working on. 

This edition we are visiting Liza Walker in her shed! She tells us about 
how she creates her wonderful stained glass creations whilst singing 
along to Radiohead.

Tell us a little bit about yourself 
and your work.

I have loads of animals ,I love 
nature, we should try to keep it, 
I’m a little eccentric, headstrong, 
over enthusiastic, I talk too much, 
I drive people nuts with that, I’m 
inherently lazy, I love to read, I read 
every day whatever I can, I love 
bright colours, I hate politics and 
mushrooms and closed doors and 
windows that don’t open. 

When I reached 50, my patience 
level was thrown out of the window 
like an old apple core. 

I started making things with the 
copper foil stained glass method 
this winter around November 
time when the summer season 
of work was over. I’d taken a 
class last winter and made a wee 
suncatcher and decided I’d enjoyed 
the process, I had a stained glass 
starter kit for my 50th birthday. I 
started in my kitchen.

It was so nice to have something 
else to think about after a long 
working summer. Some colour in 
my head was wonderful. I used to 
make jewellery many many years 
ago, nothing fancy just beads and 
things but I started to incorporate 
that into my designs as well.
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I love working with glass, that 
satisfying score of the cutter and 
then the snap of the glass breaking. 
Holding it up to the light and seeing 
the colours and patterns of the 
glass. Thinking in my head about 
what it looks like to me; I’ve had 
one piece of glass nearly a year 
and I’m still holding it to the light to 
see what it will eventually become. 

I don’t really draw but I’m good 
with colour and design so stained 
glass seemed to fit for me, I can 
adapt and re-design images fairly 
well. I didn’t find getting started 
as hard as I thought I would, so it 
became usual to get to the end of a 
project instead of giving up halfway 
through - as I have done in the past 
with a few other crafts I’ve tried. I 
still have a long way to go and a lot 
to learn which feels exciting. Once 
I have sold a few pieces I can buy 
more glass. I’m looking forward to 
that. 

The equipment and glass is not 
easy to get living here but where 
there is a will there’s a way. 

Can you describe your studio 
space for us please.

It’s a lovely quiet, tiny, hot, leaky, 
creaky wooden shed. Rick built it 
for me because he was worried 
about getting glass shards in his 
dinner. It has windows facing west 
and east and double doors facing 
south, the feng shui feels right with 
the sun coming from the west and 
the south. The cat comes in and the 
dogs and the bees, I have wifi so I 
can play music on Spotify as loud 
as I want because no-one can hear 
it or me singing. 

I can see the hills on the horizon 
and the wind turbines in the West, 
I can hear birds singing and see 
them flitting by as I’m working 
away. 



All Images © Liza Walker
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I work standing up, I’m used to 
that with my job so it doesn’t seem 
strange to be standing for five or six 
hours. 

What is the first thing that you do 
when you walk into your studio?

Stand and think. Feel the space and 
let my tension drop. Look at the 
glass I have and wonder what it will 
become. 

What music inspires you and gets 
you in the right mood. 

It’s the other way round for me. 
My mood dictates the music. 
Sometimes I’m strong and ready 
and know what  I’m going to 
create. Stained glass cutting 
needs strength and diligence 
and then I need strong music to 
get me through that initial thrust 
of work. Hard music gives me 
strength. Talking heads, Nick Cave, 
Radiohead, Jimi Hendrix, Johnny 
Cash, Nine Inch Nails. Then once 
I’m comfortable with my design 
or process, I’m onto Sade, Joni 
Mitchell, Natalie Merchant, Vivaldi 
or Mozart. 

Do you have any items or special 
things displayed in your studio 
space that inspire you?

Yes I have a 3D box I made that I 
love and always makes me think 
I could have done it better also a 
picture of The Scream by Edvard 
Munch it looks impossible but I’ll 
manage it one day. 

Do you have any special ‘rituals’ 
you always follow when you are 
creating or painting?

Oh gracious …no… a routine? I’m 
too mentally eclectic for that. The 
creations build in my head over 
days or months or years in images 
and then suddenly! Boom! I’ve got 
to do something about it and I’m 
heading out the door to The shed! 

Do you ever wash out your brushes 
in a mug of tea or coffee by 
mistake?

Yeah solder flux is nasty stuff, don’t 
drink that, it’ll kill you! 



Are you messy or tidy in your 
studio?

Err! I’m not sure. I think I’m messy 
but I’m a Virgo so I’m naturally 
organised but I could do better.

Do you have days when you 
cannot create - what do you do to 
get your ‘mojo’ back?

Nothing! I stay in bed and read 
books until finally an image will pop 
into my head and then I’m off again, 
it can be days or weeks.

What would your ‘dream’ or ideal 
studio look like?

Bigger! Waterproof! A bigger sound 
system? More glass? Loads more 
glass.
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What are you currently working 
on?

I have about 15 ideas floating in 
my head! How do I get those teeny 
weeny sparkly glass stars to fit into 
that piece of midnight blue glass? 
It’s driving me nuts.

I am actually working on a 
commission of a little dog called 
Olive so that’s in between thinking 
about the sparkly stars

Can we visit you in your studio? Do 
you ever host Open Studio days?

It’s just me and the cat at the 
moment. Watch this space. Maybe 
next winter (from January) I’ll throw 
the cat out and do just a small 
one/two day starter course for 
people to show them how to get 
going, explain the process from 
beginning to end and show what 
equipment they will need. This 
would give people a chance to see 
if they think they will like it or not 
without the outlay. 

Is there anything else you would like to tell us?

I was invited to join the Algarve society of Artists by Alyson after she saw a 
few of the things I’d made from glass on my new Facebook page:

Facebook:theglasshousealgarve

I went along nervously to a meeting not sure what to expect as I don’t 
really consider myself an Artist; I thought maybe I might find a few noses 
looking down at me but I couldn’t have been more wrong, what a lovely 
bunch of men and women, I was made to feel incredibly welcome. I 
have only managed to get to one of the meetings this winter due to the 
summer work commitments starting but next winter I will be there again. 
If you feel nervous of joining or don’t feel as if you are worthy, forget that 
and do it, you won’t be sorry and of course if you want your art featured in 
this Magazine then become a member. 

You can also view more of Liza’s work on our 
Algarve Art website - click the link here:

LIZA WALKER
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ABSTRACT
PASSION

Portuguese artist Tiago Rocha 
shares his vibrant work with us



Portuguese artist Tiago Rocha 
is a self-taught young artist 
who creates work full of life 

and vigour. His energetic paintings 
are dynamic and arresting - and 
also challenging. Find out more 
about this talented local artist:

Please can you start by telling us a 
little bit about yourself, where you 
are from, and your background.

Hey there, I’m Tiago, born and 
raised in the Algarve. Music 
sympathizer and avid record 
collector. Likes to paint while 
listening to Process Of Guilt, Stan 
Getz or Sven Väth. Fond of old 
whisky and most things yellow. 
I dislike cooked fruits and I am a 
keen supporter of the common 
thesis about cats being the secret 
rulers of the world.

Tell us about your art and what 
you specialise in.

My work exists in the form 
of painting, drawing and 
assemblages. Picking a white 
canvas or a blank piece of paper 
and creating an artwork, something 
that didn’t exist before that first 
brush stroke, is pure passion 
for me. Some might say I like to 
portrait the uncommon, the weird … 
I respect that.

When people ask you what do you 
“do”, how do you answer them?

I show them some pics of my 
paintings and let them see for 
themselves.

Facing Page: ‘Titans’ © Tiago Rocha

Below: ‘Untitled with Self Portrait’ 
© Tiago Rocha
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What mediums do you work with? 

Despite the fact that, at the 
moment, I’m working on small 
scale works, I actually prefer to 
work on a large scale. I have always 
given priority to large pieces and 
I do not think that will change. 
However, I have worked with a lot 
of different stuff and I always try 
to create with items outside of the 
mandatory materials of canvas 
and paper. I think this differentiates 
the work and throws in a special 
something on the piece. The 
materials I would use would be, 
among others, mirrors, foam 
boards, wood, paper boxes or vinyl 
records. 

I will always be a painter and 
probably will never get off the 
wall, but I love to question the 
boundaries of what is a painting. 
When do we draw the line between 
where a piece is no longer a 
painting and gets to be something 
else?

What themes seem to occur/re-
occur in your work?

Emotions, religion, music, labour or 
just everyday situations.

Can you tell us how you create 
your work, where do you source 
your ideas from - and how do 
you decide what to do with each 
painting?

A small portion of my work will 
start with a theme, an idea. The 
majority of my work however, starts 
from absolutely nothing, without 
a specific thought of what to do. I 
kind of go with the flow at first and 
further along the process I start 
to sort things out in the painting, 
putting order in the chaos. That 
gives me a lot of pleasure. 

An important part of this is the 
title the piece gets. Titles are very 
important to me, I always make 
sure that the title mirrors what is 
depicted in the work, I want people 
to understand what I want to 
convey. There is not much space 
for contemplators in my work, for 
people who like to see what they 
want in the painting. I want people 
to see the work exactly the way I 
want them to see it. 

How long does each piece take to 
create?

It varies a lot. Some of the works I 
exhibited last year took an average 
of 4 months each. Others took me 6 
or 7 months to complete. However, 
I’ve also finished pieces in mere 
weeks in the past.

How do you know when you have 
‘arrived’ - when the piece you are 
working on is complete and it is 
time to stop?

The paintings tell me when they are 
finished. Paintings always tell.

Above: ‘Tudo’ © Tiago Rocha
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Can you describe your studio space to us - do you have a physical space 
set aside for you to make art, and how do you make your space work for 
you?

I do not own an atelier per se, I do my stuff at home.

Who - or what - is your inspiration in the art world? Do you have any 
artists or designers or movements that inspire you?

I have a lot of artists who’ve inspired me … Agnes Martin, Andy Warhol, 
Carlos Carreiro, Cy Twombly, David Salle, Frank Stella, George 
Condo, Jasper Johns, Jean-Michel Basquiat, Julian Schnabel, Martin 
Kippenberger, Oscar Murillo, Philip Guston, Robert Rauschenberg, 
Romare Bearden, Roy Lichtenstein, Sigmar Polke, Willem de Kooning and 
that’s just to name a few. I’m a fan of the New York abstract school, and I 
have recently got to know the work of Alberto Burri.

Above: ‘Nº1’ © Tiago Rocha
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Which websites/books/other 
materials do you view to fuel your 
ideas and work?

I try to keep up with worldwide 
exhibitions through Youtube. Books 
have been a big help on building 
my knowledge on the subject, 
I wish I had a big collection on 
several artists’ life’s work but books 
are kinda expensive, especially 
books on art.

When did you start finding your 
‘voice’ in terms of your own unique 
style and processes?

In late 2012. I saw an art 
documentary on Youtube and it 
clicked right away.

If you could collaborate with 
another artist or designer, who 
would that be and why?

I wouldn’t say I’d create art with 
other artists, but I wouldn’t close 
that door either. However, it would 
be fun to do an exhibition with 
other Algarve artists similar to my 
style.

How would you define the concept 
of ‘success’ as an artist? 

My concept of success as an artist 
is doing good art, people enjoying 
it and if possible, making a career 
out of it but at the same time laying 
low. I like to keep a low profile in my 
life in everything I do, I have always 
been like that.

Looking back, how do you think 
you have progressed as an artist .. 
what has changed, deepened, or 
become more ‘instinctive’ for you 
now?

The painting process is way more 
instinctive now. Most of the time, 

Above: ‘Adagio’ © Tiago Rocha

I know what to do right away, but 
especially what not to do. Yes, I 
get stuck a lot of times too but 
differently from the past, I get 
over it quite fast now. Working on 
several pieces at the same time 
does that to you… By the time I 
write these words, I’m working on 
5 pieces together and 1 month ago 
there were 8.

What do you want your work or 
you art to do? How would you like 
people to respond to your work?

Obviously want people to like my 
work. I want people to look at my 
paintings and think ‘’how the heck 
did this guy do this?’’

What else are you working on or 
planning for the future - what can 
we look forward to from you?

I’m currently working a lot with 
paper and collages.
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What are your biggest challenges to creating art and being an artist and 
how do you deal with them?

The biggest challenge is living in the Algarve. People here don’t go to 
art exhibitions. Period. It’s tough to get your work out there when there 
isn’t enough people interested in visiting galleries, show interest in the 
art world and ultimately buy art. Plus, there isn’t enough communication 
between artists and galleries. 

The biggest challenge I encountered when seeking for a gallery to host 
my exhibition was the almost complete absence of replies from most art 
spaces. They just didn’t care about replying at all. How can the art world 
thrive if both sides of the equation, galleries and artists, don’t talk?

Below: ‘Bearer Of The Sun’ (com moldura) © Tiago Rocha
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What three things never fail to 
bring you pleasure?

Music, friends and sport. Not 
necessarily in that order.

Are you involved in any upcoming 
shows or events? 

No. I’m open to suggestions 
though.

Is there anything else you would 
like to tell us?

Yes. To anyone interested, step by 
my Algarve Art! page and leave 
your feedback and questions, you 
can access some of my work there.

And

I would like to thank Alyson and the 
Algarve Art! group for this. What 
Alyson is doing here it’s absolutely 
immense! THANK YOU!!

You can view more of Tiago’s work 
on our Algarve Art website - click 
the link here:

Tiago Rocha

Oposite: ‘Harvester’ © Tiago Rocha

Or check my Instagram 
page too: 
@tiagomanuelrocha

https://www.instagram.com/tiagomanuelrocha/
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Have you ever felt a bit daunted about visiting an art gallery or art 
studio? Ever wondered if you would like the art - or be able to afford to 
buy anything (!) - or not been sure if what is hidden behind the doors is 
of interest to you?

Our new series will take you behind the doors and show you around 
- all from the comfort of your own chair! We will feature a gallery or 
atelier studio in each edition, and you can find out more about the art 
displayed, the gallery owners and what is in store. 

We will also include a map and directions - and those all important 
opening hours - so that you can arrange to visit if you are interested to 
find out or see more.

We had no intention or aspiration 
to open a gallery, but here we are, 
that’s the way life turns a corner 
sometimes.

We begin with a visit to the 
delightful and charming ‘Galeria 
Osmar’ which is nestled up in the 
town of Monchique; and we chat 
to the artist Osmond Mairs to find 
out more about this new gallery 
which he runs with his partner 
Mark Jackson.

“While Mark and I were living at our 
house in Redondo, nestled inside 
the walls of the castle, we had to 
pick up a family member from Faro 
airport.

We decided to stay in Monchique 
for a couple of days and soak 
up the atmosphere, and Mark 
remarked on walking down the 
Rua de Porto Fundo, that a building 
in that street would make a nice 
gallery. 
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I have revived in a small way, the design company, which I founded in 
London in the early seventies. We continue to make hand-made bespoke 
articles for discerning clients, who prefer something slightly different and 
unique.

I continue to paint and fill the gallery with my paintings, and wish we had 
more space to exhibit some of the great artists work here in the Algarve.
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We make a range of photo frames, in various materials, gift boxes, hand- 
bound books in leather and fabric, vide-poche, decorative wooden letters 
and trays. In fact we can make anything to specific requirements along 
with selling limited edition prints of selected originals, within reason, 
and I have also completed several commissions since opening here in 
Monchique. We also provide advice on interior design.

I also teach aspiring children to draw and paint, and have pupils ranging in 
age from 7-12 years along with two adults. After a very informal interview 
to see their talent they seem to enjoy the classes which I try to make 
fun and educational at the same time, and I now have some marvellous 
budding artists in tow!

We will hold an exhibition of the pupils works at the Gallery San Antonio 
in Monchique in August this year to coincide with the youth festival being 
held here.”
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The Gallery opens Monday to Saturday from 10 am to 7 pm, and also by 
appointment for clients who want privacy in discussing their requirements.

Galeria Osmar is located in 
Monchique, just off the main 
square. Look for the road with the 
steps that leads up to the Igreja 
Matriz de Monchique, and you will 
find the Gallery a little way up the 
steps on your left.

You can find out more about the 
Gallery on our Algarve Art website 
- click the link here:

Galeria Osmar

You can view more of Osmond’s 
work on the website too:

Osmond Mairs

https://algarve-art.com/art-galleries/galeria-osmar/
https://algarve-art.com/art/osmond-k-mairs/
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Welcome to our free online art course. In each edition of our magazine 
our ‘resident tutor’ Tracy-Jane Pooler will be sharing a free step-by-step 
art lesson with you. We know that many of you are budding artists, or 
maybe you have always wanted to learn how to draw and paint but have 
never had the chance before. 

Tracy-Jane’s lessons will take you gently through exercises that you can 
practice at home with just a few simple materials.

In this exercise, we will be creating 
mixed media Sunset Seascapes 
full of colour, yet quick and 
easy to create. Hopefully in this 
session, you will see some useful 
and interesting ways to recreate 
nature’s colourful palette, whilst 
having fun yourselves. For this 
tutorial, I will be doing a version in 
soft chalk pastels, but it can easily 
be created in watercolour as well. 

To create some interest I will be 
adding some foreground silhouette 
detail, but the choice is yours if you 
wish to leave some of this out. 

I hope you enjoy reading this and 
hopefully have fun creating it 
yourself. 

Tracy-Jane also runs art classes 
here in the Algarve for all abilities - 
click the link here to find out more 
about Art Classes in the Algarve:

Classes and Tuition

For this project, you will need the 
following:

• A pencil (any sort will do)
• Coloured cartridge or pastel 
paper (can use plain white instead) 
• 3 - 4 sheets of Kitchen roll 
• A sheet of plain paper
• An eraser (preferably a Putty 
eraser)
• For foreground detail - Permanent 
ink pen (gel ink, rollerball, fibre tip)  
• Soft chalk pastels (Red, Yellow, 
Orange, White and Brown)

https://algarve-art.com/events/classes-and-tuition/
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When creating most landscapes, the best practice is to focus on the 
background first and work your way forward to the foreground. This is the 
way we are all taught, as its easier to work detail on top of the background 
instead of the other way around. I find that with most beginners, this rule 
is the hardest to ingrain into them. We all love to get stuck into the main 
subject, but leaving the background to last, often causes the biggest 
difficulties in art. Today however, we are going to break that rule on 
purpose. Hopefully you will understand why as we create this.

Foreground Trees and Detail
To get started, we need to plan out the foreground detail. The choice 
of how much you wish to add is up to you. I started by sketching the 
placement of the palm trees and where the shore is. I decided I would 
rather the palms looked like they were wind blown in from the side of the 
picture. For the leaf stems, I fan out 7-9 pencil strokes from the centre of 
the trunk, so to create a basic outline. (Image 1 below)

This actually looks 
more like a firework 
or distress flare than 
a tree, but don’t worry 
we will fill this in later. 

I also lightly sketched 
the waters edge so 
to give me a guide 
where to create the 
shore. This doesn’t 
need to be neat, as 
we will remove most 
of the pencil marks 
after it is penned in.

Once I am happy with the initial sketch, I move onto using the black ink 
pen to add form and detail to the trees. Palms might seem complex, but 
if you follow my steps on how to create them and take your time, they are  
pretty easy to draw. 

The main thing is to not get caught up in repeating the shapes too much. 
The more variety in leaf stems, the more natural they look. 

This is also the case with the main leaf body. It is best to draw the 
feathered out leaves from the stem towards the edge, as this creates a 
more natural looking shape. Vary the direction of these from time to time 
to make them look more realistic and less uniform. (Image 2 overleaf)

Image 1
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Once the top of the tree is 
complete, I find working my 
way down the trunk gives 
the best effect. You want to 
create a natural taper which 
becomes wider at the bottom. 

Be careful not to make it 
too chunky too fast, as this 
will cause you some issues 
and your tree will look less 
elegant. 

A nice tip here is to create 
slightly bumpy sections 
that get slightly bigger at 
the bottom. These can be 
adjusted or “bulked out” a little 
to correct any skinny trunks. 

Image 2

When you are happy with the width of it, use short little irregular lines to 
create texture. This texture can hide mistakes and also adds interest to 
the tree itself. (Image 3 below)

When the first tree is complete, repeat the steps above and fill in any 
other trees you have added into your picture. As well as the trees, you can 
add some marks to suggest grasses and rocks, but do not try to draw in 
the horizon line or the shore as this will be done with the chalks later. 

When all the ink work is complete, rub out any visible pencil lines except 
for the waters edge, as we will need this as a guide later. (Image 4 below)

Image 3

Image 4
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Background Sunset Seascape
Now we move onto the fun and colourful bit, using the pastels. I know 
using chalk pastels can create a lot of mess and dust. The ‘Less is More’ 
rule applies when using these. You can always build up colour gradually 
with layering. 

Firstly, we create an impressive sky by lightly laying down bands of colour 
in the top 2 thirds of picture. Use the pastel sticks on their sides and lightly 
brush them horizontally across your paper even going over the top of the 
trees. 

Use the red, then orange and yellow across the paper with more of the 
yellow near the horizon. Then blend these colours into the paper with 
some kitchen roll using a side to side motion. Blending horizontally 
creates the effect of the sky at sunset. 

The colours can intensified by repeating the step above. Adding  little 
yellow streaks across the red can also make it more interesting.
(Image 5 below)

Image 5
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To create the horizon and sea, we 
use the sheet of plain paper and lay 
it across the top of the sky with the 
edge of it placed down where you 
want the horizon to be. Make sure it 
is level because if it’s not, your sea 
will look wonky. 

On top of this sheet, scribble some 
patches of pastel close to the edge. 
Place red on the outside, followed 
by the orange with the yellow in the 
middle. (Image 6)

Whilst holding the plain paper 
securely, use a crumpled up piece 
of kitchen roll and drag the chalk 
dust downwards onto your picture 
to create a crisp horizon line. 

Only move your hand in one 
direction so not to cause the white 
paper to move accidentally. 
(Image 7)

Image 7

Image 6

Image 8

Remove the plain paper when 
you have finished doing this and 
check that your horizon is clean. 
If it has moved or smudged, you 
can repeat that step again. When 
you are happy with this, add some 
little horizontal lines of colour to 
give the effect of waves, but keep 
to the outside edges. 

Also blend in a little more yellow 
to the middle so as to enhance 
the lighter middle section.
(Image 8)

Now to finish off the picture, add 
some yellow and a few little 
touches of brown to the beach, 
leaving a bit of space for the 
waves hitting the beach. Blend 
the beach colours in and add 
colour to the rocks and grasses 
(if you have added them into your 
picture). 
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Well I hope you have enjoyed this 
Sunset Seascape exercise today 
and you feel inspired to have a go. 
If you have found this of interest, 
then please send me an email. 

Maybe you might be brave 
enough to include a photo of your 
completed artwork. I would love to 
see them or hear how you got on.

Happy Sunsets.

Tracy-Jane

Coming up in the next issue:
In our next issue, I will be showing 
you how to create an Autumnal 
Forest using Oil Pastels with various 
tricks and tips to create texture 
and interest. I look forward to you 
joining with me next time.

You can also view more of Tracy-
Jane’s work and find out about 
her art classes on our Algarve Art 
website - click the link here:

Tracy-Jane Pooler

Also add a little bit of brown to 
the trunks of your palm trees 
if you wish to give them a bit 
of substance. Leave one side 
exposed though, so to make 
it look like the last of the sun 
rays are hitting them.

Finally, use the white to 
create the waves washing up 
on the beach and add a few 
little white highlights to the 
centre of your sea as if the last 
moments of the sunlight is 
catching them. 

Try not to blend these in as 
the fresh white looks more 
interesting as a contrast to the 
rest of the picture. 
(Image 9)

Now your work is completed, 
there are different ways to 
protect it from smudging. 

Firstly you can frame it behind glass, or you can make a dust cover out 
of tracing paper and attach it to the picture with some masking tape. 
Alternatively, fix your drawing with either art fixative, or hairspray, but be 
careful not to spray too close to your work as it can damage your art. 
The best way I have found is to place the drawing on top of a sheet of 
newspaper on the floor and spray your fixing medium from your waist 
height. This gives a natural gap, but be sure to shake the can well first and 
do a test spray beforehand to check for clogs!

Image 9

https://algarve-art.com/art/tracy-jane-pooler/
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I n our Spring Edition we covered 
the Sovereign students Art 
Prize competition and we are 

delighted to be able to update 
you on the winners from the 
Prize-Giving Final held in April .. 
with our congratulations to all of 
the twenty short-listed finalists. 
The standard of entries was very 
high.

You can click here to find out 
more about the Foundation:   
Sovereign Art Prize

First Prize Winner (below)

Artist Name: Yalda Abbasi
Age: 19 
Artwork Name: Dance of life
Medium: Óleo e acrílico sobre tela 
/ Oil and acrylic on canvas
Dimensions: 100 x 81 cm

https://www.sovereignartfoundation.com/
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Second Prize Winner (Above)

Artist Name: Lucas Angelo Thinon 
Pereira
Age: 18 
Artwork Name: Mother
Medium: Acrílico sobre tela / 
Acrylic on canvas 
Dimensions: 60 x 60 cm

Third Prize Winner (Right)

Artist Name: Joana Dias Esteves
Age: 16 
Artwork Name: The Smile of 
Wisdom
Medium: Lápis de cor sobre papel 
/ Coloured pencils on paper
Dimensions: 29.7 x 42cm
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Have you ever looked at a work of art and wondered how the artist 
created it? In each issue we invite one of our members to introduce us 
to just one of their own favourite pieces and ask them to share some of 
the secrets of their creative process with us. 

This edition we are featuring digital artist Cory Sea and his intriguing 
and vibrant Digital Artwork entitled “Lakeside” which is featured 
opposite. He explains how he created it here for us.

Please can you start by telling us 
a little bit about yourself and your 
art.

I have a Master’s degree in Fine 
Arts from the University of New 
Mexico. My father was a painter 
and professor of art and so the 
house was full of paintings and 
drawings. I even had him as one of 
my teachers during my study for 
a Bachelor’s degree in art at the 
University of Michigan. 

For my art, if it makes people smile 
and feel more happy I am content.

Tell us about the one piece of 
your work that you have chosen to 
showcase for us.

About 9 years ago I began to 
create my images digitally, on the 
computer. Many of the process 
are similar to the traditional use 
of brushes, pens, lithography, etc. 
However there are some things 

I can do using digital means that 
would be very difficult to do using 
the traditional tools. Therefore 
I use the word “image” rather 
than “painting,” in the interests 
of describing my work more 
accurately. 
This particular image evokes the 
shore of a lake with some sense 
of fog and great attention to the 
quality of light. 

Why did you create this piece?

I read recently, I think on Facebook, 
a quote that I liked very much. 
Here is the quote: 

“We do art because life is not 
enough.” 

I think we all do art to help 
ourselves and the viewers to be 
uplifted and feel happiness. And 
of course nature has been an 
inspiration for artists since human 
beings have been on the earth.
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What references did you use to 
create the image? 

I used several images that I created 
in a scene building software 
program called “Vue Infinite.”  This 
software program is often used by 
filmmakers to create environments 
for films. It was used, for example, 
in some, if not all, of the “Pirates of 
the Caribbean” films, as well as the 
more recent “Indiana Jones” films.

The process of creating my images 
is different from the usual one, and 
is somewhat difficult to describe, 
as it varies with each image. It does 
often involve Vue Infinite, as I have 
mentioned, as well as other digital 
tools.

Generally I “discover” my final 
images using images that I have 
initially created in Vue Infinite. 
And of course I use the digital 
colors, brushes, pens, etc. that 
are available in the digital painting 
software.

The Vue Infinite images, because 
they have to be rendered on 
computer, are carefully planned. 
Once I have these images, the 
process is very fluid

The images, once completed, can 
be printed in various sizes and 
mounted on a variety of materials, 
including canvas.

How long did it take to create?

I can’t remember because I am 
always working on many images at 
the same time.

How do you know when to stop - 
when an image ‘finished?

If I look at an image and it inspires 
me, then I know it is finished.

What does the theme of this 
particular piece of work represent 
for you?

I have a love of nature, as do many 
people, of course. So evoking the 
beauty that can be found in nature 
is very important for me.

This image is part of a series of 
images showing the shore of a 
lake at different moments during 
the day and/or in different weather 
conditions.  
 

And what do you hope the viewer 
will see in the final image?

What the person “sees” is not as 
important to me as whether they 
are uplifted and made happy.

How easy was it to come up with a 
Title for the piece? 

This title was easy to come up 
with. Sometimes the titles are a lot 
harder to find!

Who was this created for?

Just myself and everyone who sees 
it.

All of Cory’s images can be 
purchased and are on display on 
his website:

www.coryseaartist.com

He is also available for 
commissions.

You can also view more of Cory’s 
work on our Algarve Art website - 
click the link here:

Cory Sea

http://coryseaartist.com/
https://algarve-art.com/digital-art/cory-sea/
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Ben Helmink 
The “Dutch Painter 
of the Alentejo”



The beautiful and unspoilt 
landscape of the Alentejo 
is home to talented Dutch 

artist Ben Helmink. He tells us 
more about his life and passion for 
painting the rural and authentic 
Alentejo - alongside the Antic 
World - and Frank Zappa!

BEN HELMINK - “painter in the 
Alentejo” … That’s the way I like 
to introduce myself nowadays … 
since 2006 my wife Rian and I have 
lived in the Lower Alentejo near the 
Barragem Santa Clara in the middle 
of nature and ART. 

We came from the lovely, 
eccentric, fascinating, touristic and 
very expensive city of Amsterdam 
and landed in the Quinta of Monte 
das Moradias where we have our 
Casa Velha, rooms for guests and 
an atelier. 

Although our motto is “You Better 
Walk don’t Look Back”, for this 
article I will make an exception! 

In the primary school of my 
birthplace Brummen, a village in 
the east part of Holland; the special 
attention of my schoolmaster, 
and more so the others pupils for 
my drawings, formed the basic 
motivation to express myself for the 
rest of my life in this way. Often my 
creations were in the spotlight of the 
family during visits on Sundays  ... 
“Well done Bennie !” said my uncle 
drinking his Jenever and smoking 
big cigars …
                                               
OLD MASTERS
Born in 1950, still in the category 
of “baby boomer” and of course 
fascinated by the roaring sixties, the 
‘big’ cities of Holland, Den Haag and 
the capital city Amsterdam worked 
as a magnet to me. 

Facing Page: ‘Workers Peeling Cork in 
the Alentejo’ © Ben Helmink

Below: Ben Helmink - working on 
Cosmic Debris for September 2018
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During my first years as a teacher 
in Amsterdam, I studied in the 
evenings at the Rietveld Academy 
… twenty hours every week working 
hard on all sorts of techniques and 
aspects of Visual Art. 

During excursions and studying 
the “Dutch and Flemish Masters” 
I realised what art brings about in 
human minds … eye to eye with 
those important and historical 
works; my fascination for all the 
different aspects of styles, themes, 
composition, personal and cultural 
backgrounds grew, and resulted 
years later in me studying the new 
discipline of Museum Education. 
                           
PAINTING BETWEEN THE SLIDING 
DOORS

To be a professional artist meant 
an uncertain future, so I decided 
to continue as a weekend painter 
alongside my permanent job 
as school teacher. Using cheap 
materials, and paper and board to 
create poster designs … Henri de 
Toulouse Lautrec and the French 
impressionists were my guiding 
artists … and the living room 
became the atelier … which was not 
ideal with the loose pigments and 
the cans of Caparol as medium. 

Using the scarce time to profit from 
the popular MUSEUMJAARKAART 
( museum annual ticket ) I 
became a weekly visitor to the 
Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam 
and enjoyed the exhibitions of 
CoBrA, PopArt and the American 
Expressionists. 

I had a special affection for David 
Hockney, whose style I practised 
on board with acrylics. 

The occasional sale of my 
work resulted in me being able 

Above: ‘Study -inspired by Vermeer, Chardin 
and Moradias’ Oil on Canvas 70 x 70cm 
© Ben Helmink

to purchase better materials, 
a professional easel and a 
subscription to the Art Magazine 
‘KUNSTBEELD’ which I continued 
subscribing to from the very first 
edition no. 1 until the last edition … 
GOLD! 

During my holidays spent in 
France, Norway, and Terschelling, 
my sketchbooks were filled with 
pen and charcoal drawings. I 
then tried painting with oils which 
gave me the conviction to go on 
to a higher level with my art : my 
first oil painting on canvas, an 
unforgettable struggle, created 
‘between the sliding doors’ was 
entitled ‘Holiday in Berlin’ and was 
inspired by a music composition. 

My first exhibition, I’ll never forget, 
was in the sun lounge of the Groot 
Melkhuis, a playground in the 
Vondelpark, Amsterdam. Visitors 
came in wearing shorts, carrying 
buckets, shovels and ice cream.
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INFLUENCES for THEMES and MATERIALS - INDIAN SAND PAINTINGS

Developing my own style was and still is a voyage of discoveries of 
foreign cultures in all their aspects for me. Travelling from coast to coast 
through North America and Canada I marvelled at the Indian Cultures, 
especially the way they ‘painted’ with sand … the Hopi and Navaho 
create magic Art with sand from their native soil … so … I bought an 
amazing artwork and literally went home with jars filled with sand. In the 
first instance I mixed it with acrylics and oils, but then discovered and 
developed the sieve technique which now forms the structure in nearly 
all of my paintings and drawings. This was a real point of departure for me 
to begin to ‘paint’ with original sand from the actual location in question … 
Monument Valley sand, Desert sand from Namibië, Blauberg sand from 
Capetown, Terschelling sand and Zambujeira sand, and nowadays the 
west coast of Portugal is my regular product. Since living in Portugal, 
several themes for my paintings have been composed with sand and 
slates from the Alentejo region. 

Below: ‘Stoneoak on the hill near the Santa Clara Lake’ Oil with sand on Canvas
© Ben Helmink
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THE ANTIC WORLD

Another theme in my work is Greek 
and Roman architecture … the Antic 
cultures, as we call it nowadays, 
and especially the monumental 
constructions and ornaments of 
temples, squares and interiors of 
historical buildings. 

In an atmospheric scene during 
several moments of the day or 
night, a dynamic element in my 
work will often emphasize a ‘static’ 
and ‘dynamic’ contrast.

 I also often portray reptiles and 
birds of prey in these works.
                                 

Above:: ‘Distillery near Moradias’ © Ben Helmink

THE ALENTEJO PEOPLE and 
LANDSCAPES

Living in the south part of the 
Alentejo it feels that time stands 
still … the people, uncomplicated 
hard workers, friendly but firm, 
have been my inspiration for 
several paintings and aquarelles 
… portraying them distilling 
Medronho or peeling cork. 

The landscape is a constant 
inspiration to me … I can often 
be found on the road with my 
painting-easel. This is the best way 
for me - to observe - sketch - and 
decide what I am feeling and how 
to express it. 
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My atelier space was previously a Bar/Restaurant and is about sixty 
square meters in size. The desk and wooden tables reminded me of 
earlier days, and I painted the seats of the old barstools with a Picasso 
portrait, a Morandi still life, Van Gogh blossoms, a Maya scene ( by my 
wife ) and the girl with the pearl of Vermeer on which seat it forbidden 
to sit. Under a renewed and good roof I can work all of the year, but only 
in daylight … with light from the North. Due to the dry and hot summers 
I am forced to work in oils … I paint using always the same marks using 
about 15 colours under which are a few transparent layers. As a medium 
I absolutely prefer the English mark Zest-It … which is ideal to work with. 
The roll of canvas I bought in Spain years ago is still going strong … for 
special sizes of paintings I stretch my own canvases use a flat right-
angled table, small scissors, a tacker and of course experience - before 
the challenge on the virgin canvas can start… the ideas are almost 
always there … I have a lot of ideas which means I never have to wait for 
inspiration. 

After a rough sketch the composition with pencil and diluted acrylic is 
fixed within a few hours … depending the theme and size of the painting, 
the sieving process takes time, fixing and drying in one night I start my 
voyage of discovery … the destination of satisfaction is reached sometimes 
in two days, sometimes two years. Taking distance, putting aside, 
renewing ideas, a clear-up siesta, fresh air … good music for the right 
mood ...‘Eureka moments ’ ... guarantee the defining moment of the final 
signature. Working with a theme means working on two or three paintings 
at the same time, to prevent the feared moment of the ‘painters block’ … 
and variety keeps me more aware of how to go on and when. 

Since the beginning of setting up my Atelier Moradias it also has the 
facility for hosting painting and drawing workshops for a maximum of 
seven persons … beginners or advanced artists can follow a course for a 
minimum of three to seven days. This is for me the best way to pass on 
what I know to those who come to learn and discover their own talents. 
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FROM JOHANNES VERMEER TO FRANK ZAPPA

In order to develop my own techniques of painting and drawing, I studied 
details of the paintings of the Dutch painter Johannes Vermeer, and the 
French painters Chardin and Bonnard … visiting exhibitions of their work 
had an inevitable influence upon me. I then began discovering all sorts of 
combinations of pen and ink, pencil and acrylics on paper which opened 
up a new world of possibilities which I have continued on canvas. 

Besides several orders and commissions in connection to what visitors 
or spectators have liked in my work; several exhibitions have motivated 
me to work with new themes and sizes such as diptychs and triptychs 
and to experiment with graphite in oil. Important influences in my works 
are music and dance, from Jazz to Rhythm and Blues, Indian dancers to 
Flamenco. The romantic café Inglês in Silves gives me the possibility to 
exhibit a series of paintings related to Music, this year in June and July. For 
an exhibition called ZAPPintAdo in September in the Camâra Municipal in 
São Bras de Alportel my works will be inspired by the compositions and 
lyrics of the late composer, musician, and lyrical virtuoso Frank Zappa …

Variety is the spice for my Art life.

Above: ‘Trio Bill Evans- Sunday at The Village Vanguard - 25 june 1961’ 
diptych - oil on canvas - 143 x 81 cm © Ben Helmink
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EXHIBITIONS AND NETWORKS 

“The works just exist on the sight of the spectator“ some say, so exhibiting 
is always important to me. During my years in Portugal I have exhibited 
in all sorts of places, from a jewellery shop in Ayamonte to the Convento 
dos Cardaes in Lisbon, the Feira Agricultura in Santana da Serra and the 
Câmaras Municipal in São Bras de Alportel, Lagos and Albufeira, the Nova 
Galeria do Traje and currently I am exhibiting in the renovated Pousada, 
called the Santa Clara Country Hotel … which is a unique place, high on 
the hill near the Dam of the Santa Clara Lake … full of light and a lot of 
space. I have more than 50 paintings and drawings on display in all the 
public parts of the Hotel … the themes are “The Alentejo” - “the Antic 
World” and “Sadio”. Some titles of my earlier exhibitions include “Presence 
in History” - “Performance”, together with sculptures of Rian Helmink  - 
and “Magic Moments”, together with Caetano Ramalho. 

Together with five other artists in the Algarve we formed a group 
in 2010 called ArtwaysArt … we organize exhibitions and exchange 
views, experiences and ideas … and like most artists and art groups 
we communicate by Facebook. Another group of Portuguese artists in 
which I participate is the Peace and Art Society established in Faro. You 
can find announcements for my upcoming exhibitions on my personal 
website www.paintings-benhelmink.com and the Dutch Magazine “Blik 
op Portugal” and the Magazine “Entdecken Sie Algarve”. And last but not 
least the Algarve Artists Magazine and website … thanks Alyson and Dave 
Sheldrake for doing all this for us!!

From Head and Heart to Hand ...

You can view more of Ben’s work 
on our Algarve Art website - click 
the link here:

Ben Helmink

And check out the Exhibitions 
listed on page 80 for details of 
Ben’s current exhibition at the  
café Inglês in Silves.
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In each edition we will be inviting one of our Algarve Society of Artist 
members to talk about their own “history of art” … their childhood 
memories, their mentors and inspiration, and the story of how their own 
art history has shaped both their paintings and work so far, and also 
their future art plans.

For this edition’s feature we talk to artist Sophie Wills. Sophie enjoys life 
by the sea painting what she loves; the sea, birds, nature, people and 
portraits, but she also loves patterns, colour, and free-flowing, watery, 
organic, abstract experiments. She is available for commissions for a 
painting, mural, sign or even artwork for a surfboard.

I was always happiest when I was 
discovering new places or by the 
sea, I was such a waterbaby as 
a child, my parents could never 
understand why I wasn’t living by 
the beach!  

Please can you start by telling us 
a little bit about yourself and your 
art.  

I spent a lot of time working as 
freelance sculptor, prop-maker and 
scenic artist in London travelling 
abroad towards sunshine and sea 
during the winters. Jobs included 
work on some big films and theatre 
productions including ‘Charlie and 
the Chocolate Factory’, ‘Maleficent’, 
‘Snow White and the Huntsmen’, 
‘Alexander’, ‘The King and I’, 
and ‘Cats’. I also set up my own 
business there painting murals for 
children’s bedrooms.  

I always made things and painted 
canvases before this and tried to 
keep it up between jobs but it was 
a long cherished dream to paint 
more. 

Since I moved to Portugal almost 
5yrs ago I am finding more time to 
enjoy it again.   
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All Images © Sophie WillsIt is a fantastic mix to be able to 
dip into the buzz of culture and the 
city and retreat back to quietness, 
nature and being soothed by the 
sea. I love the sea and anything to 
do with it, living by the sea helps 
me relax and focus and I feel more 
my best self.  

I tried oils for a while but usually 
paint in acrylic now as I enjoy the 
wateryness of the medium. I love 
colour and using gold leaf and 
usually paint inspired by what’s 
around me, but I also often like 
a surreal twist or something 
unexpected that comes in from my 
subconscious.

Did you enjoy art as a child?  

My mother, or sometimes one 
of her friends, used to sit with 
me drawing as a child, I really 
remember admiring the way she 
drew and the simplified line she 

used to capture things. Having 
studied art a little bit, her ceramic 
pottery and a few of her paintings 
were dotted around our house and 
that of my grandparents. 

I remember being conscious 
that I noticed things or visually 
remembered things others didn’t 
seem to and from around 4 or 
5yrs my mum always saying that if 
anyone had lost anything to ask me 
because I was sure to have seen it 
or remembered where it was!  

I felt so lucky as a child to have 
this amazing thing that I just loved 
to do, my own inner world that I 
escaped to sometimes that no one 
could touch but at the same time 
it was something that I got a lot 
of praise and attention for which, 
as a very shy, quiet child, felt very 
comforting.
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What are your earliest memories 
of painting/drawing or creating 
things?  

I used to draw people a lot and 
nature. When we went on holiday, 
always by the sea, I used to draw 
unusual flowers or fish I had seen. 
I also remember spending hours 
in my bedroom making things or 
building camps outside with my 
sister and brother out of sticks and 
leaves. I remember helping my 
dad building our rabbit hutch and a 
fantastic dolls’ house he made for 
me.  

At junior school I was always given 
the job to draw the birthday cards 
for teachers’ birthdays. I had a 
very special connection with my, 
very stern, science teacher who 
used to get me sifting through 
a box of old greetings cards to 
choose something to copy. I loved 
getting my huge set of Caran 
D’ache pencils out and remember 
particularly a card I drew of some 
little mice in a bramble bush eating 
blackberries.  

How and when did you get into 
art?

Drawing and making things have 
been a part of me for as long as 
I can remember actually, they 
feel inseparable from my early 
childhood. All I ever wanted for 
Christmas every year for years 
was a big pad of paper and felt tip 
pens or a big box of Caran D’ache 
coloured pencils. 

I remember the feeling of 
excitement going downstairs 
in the morning and the sight of 
unwrapping a huge pad of clean 
paper and the freedom of endless 
supply, not having to use both 
sides!

Have you formally studied art? If 
so where and when, and what did 
this do for you as an artist?

Mostly I’m self taught, I took Art ‘O’ 
and ‘A’ level at school and then a 
foundation or National Diploma in 
General Art and Design but I didn’t 
really ever feel there was much 
guidance. Rather disillusioned by 
what others implied as a lack of 
prospects to get anywhere in life 
as an artist, I hedged my bets by 
doing a Degree in the ‘History of Art 
and Design with Studio Practice’ 
at Manchester Metropolitan 
University.  

It was alongside my studies here, 
so frustrated with not using my 
hands enough, that I went around 
the city asking every theatre and 
TV studio if they would let me 
learn and help out in their art 
department. Eventually I was given 
some voluntary work, later paid, 
making props and scenery at the 
Royal Northern College of Music 

Above: “A bit faded with time” ‘Tabitha’ 1980’ 
© Sophie Wills
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which filled every gap between studies. The amazing Art director there, 
who saw my passion, taught me so much and then gave me a contact for 
her sister, a successful sculptor in London.

Do you have a ‘story’ about your art, or about one of your paintings, or do 
you have anything famous, different or unusual to share?

I used to get the art prize every year at school and became quite 
complacent in expecting it. I suffered a big upset one year aged 13 when 
the new headmaster gave it to someone else, a couple of teachers came 
up to me and told me that they thought it had been very unfair which was 
sweet, it was probably very humbling and good for me but at the time I 
felt soul destroyed and it knocked my confidence for a long time after!

At that same school our science teacher was well known nationally 
amongst botanists for involving students in documenting the wild Bee 
Orchids on the sand dunes near the school. The children’s British TV show 
‘Wild Track’ came to film us once and I was filmed pretending to finish 
drawing an orchid tuber under the microscope that I had already finished 
drawing. I remember being really bothered by the pretence of this at the 
time, and the inauthenticity of not filming in ‘real time’!!

Below Left: ‘Cat’ and Below Right: ‘Carrapateira’ © Sophie Wills
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Who has inspired you the most as 
an artist?  

To be honest, in a way, I am 
more inspired by friends or artist 
people I know than famous artists 
because I admire the way I see 
them structure it into their lives 
or express themselves from a 
life I know a little bit about or can 
relate too. Saying that, I love all the 
greats and of course I have some 
special favourites. Also I get a lot 
of inspiration from artists I follow 
online.

How has your art changed / 
adapted / grown over the years?

For about 20 years I worked in 
London commercially, sculpting 
and painting and prop-making 
for films, TV, pop promos and the 
London West End shows. I loved 
it and creating to a design or brief 
took the pressure off waiting for 
ideas to come! 

I loved the challenge of trying 
to give clients what they had 
envisioned, or maybe even 
surprising them by surpassing that, 
but it’s been a long time since I had 
the time to free-flow or paint just 
for myself. That’s what I’m enjoying 
getting back to now. 

What has influenced your growth 
as an artist?

I’m realising how much the 
commercial work trained my 
eye, taught me practical skills, 
new techniques and a lot about 
materials. I’m also, however, quite 
aware that it taught me to be 
quite structured and take efficient 
shortcuts or simplifications to meet 
deadlines or budgets. Painting from 
the heart as an artist is challenging 
in a different way, I’m conscious 

that I want to undo or let go of a 
lot of that technical mindset and 
enjoy the process again as I used 
to, as a playful adventure. While I 
often have an vision or idea come 
through and a bit of a direction 
I’m also trying to just see what 
happens and how fluid the process 
can be.  

If you go back in time, would you 
change anything / do anything 
different in terms of your art?

I have the confidence now that 
I didn’t have before to trust in 
what I love to do and know that I 
will always be ok in the world if I 
follow my heart. Saying that, in a 
funny way, whatever road we take, 
I think we often do end up back 
on the path of following our hearts 
eventually. Sometimes we need 
the contrast, restriction, repression 
or lack of freedom in order for the 
passion to build and know what it is 
we want.
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What has been your greatest 
challenge as an artist?  

Self discipline to clear the 
superfluous life clutter and 
sometimes guilt I used to feel 
about it being self indulgent. To 
make time and space for it, let go 
and enjoy it again in a playful way.

What are you currently painting?

Ahhhh this painting I started 3 
or 4 years ago inspired by a big 
Portuguese Man of War jellyfish I 
saw on the beach one winter. I keep 
looking at it, doing a bit, leaving 
it for weeks, trying a bit again ... it 
has a kind of profound meaning 
for me, I have added a figure and 
something is coming with it but I’m 
not sure what yet!!

What are you most proud of as an 
artist?

That I love it!

Are you involved in any upcoming 
shows or events? 

Not yet, I have a few works here for 
sale but I am freeing up my life to 
paint more and would eventually 
like to get a new collection 
together focussed around the sea, 
Portugal and my life here.

You can view more of Sophie’s 
work on our Algarve Art website - 
click the links here:

Sophie Wills

Sophie Wills - Murals

Below Left: ‘Polvo e Azuljos on easel’ and Below Right: ‘Love in the Mist’ © Sophie Wills

https://algarve-art.com/art/sophie-wills/
https://algarve-art.com/mural-painting/sophie-wills-murals/


InSPIRED 
BY AFRICAN 

SUNSETS

Alexandra Speiser and
her magnificent paintings
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Alexandra Speiser (Alex) was 
born in 1968 in Karachi, 
Pakistan. During her school 

years she lived in Bremerhaven, 
Germany. She then went on to 
study Geology and Palaeontology 
in Göttingen, Germany. Thereafter, 
she moved to Namibia and began 
working as a geologist. During 
her 22 years in Namibia, Alex 
was inspired by the stunning 
light, magnificent sunsets and 
incredible natural scenery and 
colours to take up painting.                  

She was further influenced by 
two Namibian artists, Nicky 
Marais and Barbara Böhlke. 

When she spent two years in 
Cape Town, South Africa (1999 
to 2001) studying Environmental 
Management, Alex was introduced 
to various South African artists, and 
loved working with them in her free 
time. In 2012 she and her husband 
moved to Monchique, Portugal, 
where they live with their dog 
Fizzy. She still continues to work in 
Namibia as an environmentalist. 

In 2014 Alex met Kerstin Wagner, 
by whom she was inspired and 
supported to take up painting 

again in Portugal. Since January 
2017 she has shared an atelier with 
Rosa Pereira and Rushda Shaw in 
Portimão. 

Can you start by telling us about 
your art and what you specialise 
in.

Colours are the most important 
part for me, especially after 
growing up in ‘grey’ northern 
Germany and having experienced 
the vibrant colours of Africa. 

When people ask you what do you 
“do”, how do you answer them?

My main job is still working as an 
environmental consultant to the 
exploration and mining community 
in Namibia. However, while in 
Portugal, painting allows me to 
express what I have seen and felt in 
Namibia and Africa. 

All Images © Alexandra Speiser
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I also love hiking and I am an Iyengar yoga teacher, but do not give 
lessons in Portugal. 

What themes seem to occur/re-occur in your work?

Expressions of Namibian/African colours, and the new colours in Portugal 
... walking up with Fizzy to Picota through the clouds and seeing the 
sunrise in the morning ... which is different every time.

How long does each piece take to create?

This depends on my mood and time I can set aside when painting. Some 
pictures come easily; others I let stand and wait until they talk to me to 
finalise them. 

How do you know when you have ‘arrived’ - when the piece you are 
working on is complete and it is time to stop?

see above - I just know when I should stop.

Can you describe your studio space to us - do you have a physical space 
set aside for you to make art, and how do you make your space work for 
you?

Rushda and I met Rosa at an exhibition at a friend’s studio and a new 
friendship started. At the end of 2016 we decided that we would like to 
have a space for us to paint and to exhibit our paintings – and Rosa found 
the current place, which we initially only used as our atelier. As we all have 
other jobs as well, opening times were random – just when we painted. 
Which was not good to get people interested to pop in. Luck was on our 
side, as in October 2017 Rosa met Marisa, who runs a gallery in Lagos 
and wanted to move to Portimão, and on the 9th November the Geday 
‘Galeria de Acessorios’ opened its doors. The place is now used as a 
gallery and an atelier. 

The Geday Gallery is open Mondays to Fridays from 11am to 7pm and 
Saturdays from 11am to 2pm. Rosa has also started to give painting 
classes (times to be confirmed with her) and various workshops are to be 
offered in the coming months. You can follow Geday on Facebook: 

Geday Acessórios

https://www.facebook.com/geday.pt/
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What fuels your ideas and work?

Nature.

Do you have a mentor? Who 
inspires you as an artist?

Nicky Marais and Barbara Böhlke 
and Rosa Pereira. I love art deco, 
Jugendstil and the Impressionism 
movement painters: Monet, and 
Matisse.

When did you start finding your 
‘voice’ in terms of your own unique 
style and processes?

When I started to paint again in 
Portugal.

How would you define the concept 
of ‘success’ as an artist? If you 
had to reply to the question ‘are 
you successful?’ to someone how 
would you answer them?

For me success is when I am happy 
with a painting; regarding monetary 
success, I am not successful.

What are your biggest challenges 
to creating art and being an artist?

Finding the time, as I work on 
a EU funded project and in 
Namibia, where I have my own 
environmental company ... and the 
small farm we having in Monchique 
demands our attention as well.
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What else are you working on or planning for the future - what can we 
look forward to from you?

I would love to create a series in greens and blues.

What do you want your work or you art to do? How would you like 
people to respond to your work?

I hope they love the paintings as I do. I do not sign my paintings on the 
front, as every person might see something else in them or like to hang 
them the other way around.

We were fascinated by this idea .. so here is a challenge for you (with 
Alexandra’s permission) .. here is one of her paintings for you - and on 
the next page the image is “upside-down” - which one do you prefer?!
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Tell us about your favourite places 
in the Algarve - where do you like 
to go to .. unwind and relax ..... eat 
and celebrate ...... be inspired ...... 

I would love to do more of the 
wonderful long hikes along the 
Rota Vicentina. In 2016 we hiked the 
Via Algarviana; and I love the wild 
coasts of the Western Algarve. 

Eating is best at home, as my 
husband is an excellent cook and 
we have our own fresh veggies 
from the garden.

What four things never fail to bring 
you pleasure?

Painting, hiking with my dog (and 
husband when he is around), yoga 
and reading.

Do you have a motto?

Empathy.

You can view more of Alexandra’s 
work on our Algarve Art website - 
click the link here:

Alexandra Speiser

https://algarve-art.com/art/alexandra-speiser/
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CLASSES AND

WORKSHOPS

Organised by or featuring the Members of the Algarve Society of Artists
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EXHIBITIONS

AND EVENTS
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Simply

Loulé, Almancil, Vale do Lobo,     Quarteira, Quinta do Lago, Vilamoura, S. Brás

Your FREE, 
monthly guide 
to the central Algarve.

www.simplyalgarvemag.com Contact 966 044 143
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inside the next issue

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE 
WWW.ALGARVE-ART.COM

WATERCOLOUR ARTIST
TANYA LUNDMARK

Each painting for her is an exciting 
adventure waiting to be explored

ARCHITECTURE WITH 
MALCOLM HYDE

An Interior Designer by trade who 
has a deft hand with pen and ink

ANDREA BARLOW AND 
HER BURNING WOOD

Local Pyrographer Andrea shares 
her amazing work with us

ALEXANDRA FADIN AND 
HER CREATIVE LIFE

Creative Dance, Sculpture, 
Photography and Art combined
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our next edition will 
also include all of our 
regular features:

WITH ARTIST 
AND TUTOR 

KASIA WRONA

WITH TUTOR 
TRACY-JANE 

POOLER

THE LATEST ART 
EXHIBITIONS 
AND EVENTS

SHARING AND 
CELEBRATING ALL 
FORMS OF ART IN THE 
ALGARVE

WITH PEN AND 
INK ARTIST 

BRIAN OLIVER

ART CLASSES 
AND 

WORKSHOPS

THE ART OF 
MIENTJE DE 

GOEIJ-DE ROOIJ

Keep the date in your diary!

Edition 5 - Autumn 2018 
of the Algarve Art! Magazine 

will be published on ...
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a TO z of
algarve 
artists

Due to the number of artists that are now members of the Algarve 
Society of Artists, we have created a new and separate A to Z Directory 
listing of our artists. You can view this document at any time via the link 
here or by clicking on the Front Cover image opposite.

A to Z Algarve Artists

Feel free to browse the pages - and find new art to enjoy - and artists to 
contact. The A to Z will be updated regularly with new artists as they join 
us, so why not bookmark the document in your browser and check on it 
regularly.

Many of our artists also have work for sale and are available for private 
commissions.

You can also find more information about all of our listed artists on our 
website, where each artist has their own listing in our online Directory, 
where they are arranged by Category and Type of Art, so if you know that 
you want to find a Tile Artist, or a Quilter, for example, you can click on the 
relevant category and see who is listed.

Click here to visit our website: 

www.algarve-art.com

http://en.calameo.com/read/005290311350dd242d75a
http://www.algarve-art.com
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www.algarve-art-retreat.com
order@algarve-art-retreat.com

T +351 913 355 132, +351 289 411 425

Something Different

A Paradise Garden

Step in
Be welcomed by your hosts
Uschi & Peter

Your Retreat to spoil yourself to a Holiday

We have a lot to offer: 
to be yourself

to be happy
Relaxing Holiday 

 NLP Neuro-linguistic 
programming 

Art Workshops
Qualified tutors

Yoga
Healings

Sauna
Photography course

Partners are welcome!

to be relaxed —  to be artistic Here you will find your inner peace & balance


